In this talk, I present the recently established hyperunified field theory (HUFT) [1, 2] for all basic forces and elementary particles within the framework of gravitational quantum field theory (GQFT) [3, 4] in hyper-spacetime. GQFT treats gravity as a gauge theory in the framework of quantum field theory to avoid the long term obstacle between the general relativity and quantum mechanics. HUFT is built based on the guiding principle: the dimension of hyper-spacetime correlates to intrinsic quantum numbers of basic building blocks of nature, and the action describing the laws of nature obeys the gauge invariance and coordinate independence, which is more fundamental than that proposed by Einstein for general relativity. The basic gravitational field is defined in biframe hyper-spacetime as a bicovariant vector field, it is a gauge-type hyper-gravifield rather than a metric field. HUFT is characterized by a bimaximal Poincaré and hyper-spin gauge symmetry PO(1,D h -1)⋊ ⋉SP(1,D h -1) with a global and local conformal scaling invariance in biframe hyperspacetime. The gravitational origin of gauge symmetry is revealed through the hyper-gravifield that plays an essential role as a Goldstone-like field, which enables us to demonstrate the gaugegravity and gravity-geometry correspondences and to corroborate the gravitational gauge-geometry duality with an emergent hidden general linear group symmetry GL(D h ,R). The Taiji Program in Space for the gravitational wave detection in China [5] [6] [7] is briefly outlined.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has become a great attempt for many physicists to unify gravity described by the Einstein general theory of relativity (GR) [8] with other basic forces characterized by the Yang-Mills gauge theory [9] . Recently, a hyperunified field theory (HUFT) [1, 2] has been established within the framework of gravitational quantum field theory(GQFT) [3, 4] . The framework of GQFT has been built based on the spin and scaling gauge invariances by treating the gravitational interaction on the same footing as the electroweak and strong interactions. GQFT enables us to make a unified description for the four basic forces within the framework of quantum field theory (QFT) in a globally flat Minkowski spacetime. GQFT is constructed with the postulates of gauge invariance and coordinate independence, which become more general and fundamental than the postulate of general covariance that requires the general linear group symmetry GL(4,R) in the curved Riemannian spacetime. In GQFT, all the basic forces are governed by gauge symmetries. Instead of the metric field in GR, a bicovariant vector field defined in a biframe spacetime is introduced as a basic gauge-type gravifield to characterize the gravitational interaction. The concept of biframe spacetime plays an essential role in GQFT. One frame spacetime is considered as an inertial reference frame for describing the motions of basic fields, so that it enables us to derive the welldefined conservation laws and to make a physically meaningful definition for space and time with the standard ways proposed in special relativity (SR). Such a frame spacetime is known in SR as a globally flat Minkowski spacetime of the coordinate system. The other frame spacetime is a locally flat non-coordinate gravifield spacetime which is viewed as an intrinsic interaction frame for characterizing the dynamics of basic fields.
When treating space and time equally as four dimensional spacetime in SR and applying to quantum mechanics (QM), Dirac obtained a relativistic spinor theory [10] which provided a successful unit of QM and SR. It is such a Dirac spinor theory that reveals an interesting correlation between the dimensions of coordinate spacetime and the basic quantum numbers of the Dirac spinor. To see more explicitly for such a correlation, we have recently investigated a massless Dirac spinor, which is known to get new symmetries corresponding to the chirality spin and conformal scaling transformations. It has been shown that when treating the chirality spin on the same footing as the boost spin and helicity spin of the Dirac spinor, we arrived at a generalized Dirac spinor theory in six dimensional spacetime with the Lorentz and spin symmetries SO(1,5) ∼ =SP(1,5) [11] . It indicates that the chirality spin of the Dirac spinor field does correlate to a rotation in the extra two spatial dimensions, which reflects, in the other way around, the correlation between the basic quantum numbers of Dirac spinor and the dimensions of coordinate spacetime as the Dirac spinor has actually eight real components Inspired by the relativistic Dirac spinor theory for the massive Dirac spinor and the generalized Dirac spinor theory in six dimensional spacetime for the massless Dirac spinor [11] , it is natural to make the hypotheses that all the spin-like charges of elementary particles should be treated on the same footing as a hyper-spin charge and the hyper-spinor structures of elementary particles are correlated with the geometric properties of high dimensional hyperspacetime. With such hypotheses and the postulates in building GQFT [3, 4] , we arrived at the following general guiding principle for establishing a reliable HUFT [1, 2] : (i) the dimension and structure of hyper-spacetime correlate to the intrinsic quantum numbers and independent degrees of freedom of basic building blocks of nature;
(ii) the basic action characterizing the laws of nature obeys the gauge invariance and coordinate independence.
II. UNIFICATION OF ALL BASIC FORCES AND ELEMENTARY PARTICLES
It is known that the three basic forces in the standard model (SM) [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] can be described by a minimal grand unified theory (GUT) [17] [18] [19] by unifying the electric charge, isospin charges and color-spin charges. In general, when treating all the spin-like charges of basic building blocks on the same footing as a hyper-spin charge, all elementary particles should be merged into a column vector in a spinor representation of hyper-spacetime. For all quarks and leptons as elementary particles in SM, they can be incorporated into a Majorana-type hyper-spinor field Ψ (x) defined in a spinor representation of 18-dimensions,
where the spinors Ψ(x) and Ψ ′ (x) are Dirac-type hyper-spinor fields defined in the 14-dimensions with their charge conjugated ones Ψ c (x) and Ψ ′ c (x), they have the following structure, 
which is a Majorana-Weyl type hyper-spinor field in 14-dimensions with 64 independent degrees of freedom. Q 
From the first guiding principle of HUFT, the dimension and structure of the hyperspacetime is determined by the given spinor structure with a maximal symmetry. Let us first consider the freely moving massless Majorana-type hyper-spinor field Ψ (x), its action in the irreducible spinor representation is found to be, 
with σ i (i=1,2,3) the Pauli matrices, and σ 0 ≡ I 2 , I 4 , I 32 the unit matrices. γ a and Γ A are γ-matrices defined in four and ten dimensions, respectively. The action Eq. (3) possesses the global maximal hyper-spin and Lorentz symmetry
with generators
The action Eq. (3) is also invariant under the translational transformation
and the discrete symmetries: charge conjugation C, parity inversion P and time reversal T defined in 19-dimensional hyper-spacetime. The hyper-spinor field transforms as,
with
The equation of motion for the freely moving hyper-spinor is obtained from Eq.(3),
which leads to the generalized relativistic quantum theory for the hyper-spinor field in the globally flat Minkowski hyper-spacetime. The action Eq.(3) shall be extended to be a gauge invariant one,
with iD M ≡ i∂ M + A M a covariant derivative and χ(x) an inverse of determinantχ(x) = detχ M A (x). The above action Eq. (7) possesses the bimaximal symmetry A gravitational relativistic equation of motion is derived from the action Eq. (7),
its gauge invariant quadratic form is given bŷ 
is a dual bicovaraint vector field and V M is an induced-gauge field. They are defined as
The bicovariant vector field χ A M (x) is a gauge-type hyper-gravifield which characterizes the gravitational interaction in the hyper-spacetime.
III. HYPERUNIFIED FIELD THEORY WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF GQFT
Based on the second guiding principle of HUFT, the basic action characterizing the laws of nature obeys the gauge invariance and coordinate independence, let us define, from a dual
Such a dual hyper-gravifield basis ({ð A }, {δχ A }) will span a non-coordinate locally flat hypergravifield spacetime.
In such a hyper-gravifield spacetime, we can arrive at the gauge invariant and coordinate independent HUFT [1, 2] ,
where [20] is introduced to characterize the conformal scaling gauge invariant dynamics of the scaling scalar field φ. The corresponding field strengths are given as:
The constants g h , α E and β E are the couplings.η
ABA ′ B ′ is the tensor with a specific structure to keep the general conformal scaling gauge invariance [1] ,
with α W and β W the coupling constants. The tensor factorη
takes a specific structure to ensure the general massless condition for the hyper-spin gauge field [1] ,
Taking the hyper-gravifield χ A M as a projection operator field defined in the biframe hyperspacetime, it is not difficult to arrive at the gauge invariant action of HUFT [1, 2] within the framework of GQFT [3, 4] ,
where we have introduced the following definitions
Note that a redefinition for the hyper-spin gauge field A M → g h A M has been made. The last term in Eq. (17) reflects a surface effect.
In the basic action Eq. (17), the hyper-spin gauge field A AB M is massless, which is ensured by the tensor structureη
The field strength G A MN that describes the gauge gravitational interaction corroborates the gauge-gravity correspondence.
IV. HIDDEN SYMMETRY AND GRAVITATIONAL GAUGE-GEOMETRY DU-ALITY
It can be shown that the basic action Eq. (17) gets an enlarged local symmetry,
Here the general linear group GL(D h ,R) is viewed as an emergent hidden symmetry, which lays the foundation of Einstein's GR in four dimensions. Such a hidden symmetry emerges due to the fact that all gauge field strengths in basic action Eq. (17) It has been shown that the hyper-spin gauge symmetry has a gravitational origin [1] , so that we are able to decompose both the hyper-spin gauge field and its field strength into two parts
where Ω 
where R 
Geometrically, Γ P MQ is a Christoffel symbol characterized by the hyper-gravimetric field
N η AB , which enables us to rewrite the basic action Eq. (17) into an equivalent action in a hidden gauge formalism [1, 2] ,
M defines a pure gauge-type field and R is the Ricci scalar tensor. The tensor field χ
It is the structure Eq. (15) The equivalence of the actions Eqs. (14), (17) and (23) 
V. TAIJI PROGRAM IN SPACE FOR GRAVITATIONAL UNIVERSE
The discovery of gravitational waves by the LIGO collaboration [21] has caused a significant influence on the development of basic research sciences. Space-based gravitational wave detection (GWD) is believed to be the next interesting target for exploring the gravitational universe as it can reach a wider range of gravitational radiation sources than the groundbased GWD can. Since the LISA/eLISA strategic plan [22] on space-based GWD made in the 1990's, Chinese scientists have pushed forward the proposal for space-based GWD in China in the 2000's and promoted the potential cooperation with LISA [23, 24] . In 2016,
Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) initiated a strategic priority research program for the pre-study of space-based GWD referred as the "Taiji Program in Space" for gravitational physics [5] [6] [7] .
The gravitational waves can provide a new window to explore the evolution of early universe and the nature of gravity. Unlike the ground-based GWD, the space-based GWD demands quite different key technology although it adopts the same detecting principle of a Michelson interferometer. For instance, space-based GWD has to make use of the gravitational reference sensors and the low noise micro-thruster to implement drag-free performance, and also the non-contacting discharging of test-masses for free flying test mass. It also requires a high precision measurement, such as the picometer optical assemblies for the resolution ranging between the test masses and the spacecraft and the high stability monolithic precision ranging of test-mass and spacecraft. In addition, the high stability telescope, high accuracy phase-meter and frequency stabilization as well as precision attitude control are all needed for the precision ranging from spacecraft to spacecraft.
The space-based GWD orbits the sun in order to reach high thermomechanical stability.
The Taiji 
